Multiscale deformable model segmentation and statistical shape analysis using medial descriptions.
This paper presents a multiscale framework based on a medial representation for the segmentation and shape characterization of anatomical objects in medical imagery. The segmentation procedure is based on a Bayesian deformable templates methodology in which the prior information about the geometry and shape of anatomical objects is incorporated via the construction of exemplary templates. The anatomical variability is accommodated in the Bayesian framework by defining probabilistic transformations on these templates. The transformations, thus, defined are parameterized directly in terms of natural shape operations, such as growth and bending, and their locations. A preliminary validation study of the segmentation procedure is presented. We also present a novel statistical shape analysis approach based on the medial descriptions that examines shape via separate intuitive categories, such as global variability at the coarse scale and localized variability at the fine scale. We show that the method can be used to statistically describe shape variability in intuitive terms such as growing and bending.